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ABSTRACT
W,:rker displacement is a priority human resource.
issue that must be resolved to improve economic productivity, to
further revitalize the American economy, and to cope with growing
international competition. The work forceand work placeof the 1980s
are undergoing changes that could result i n%ever larger scale'
joblessness. These changes include technological changes,,,chaniji from
a goods producing to a service economy, geographical qhift of
business, mismatch of graduates to job openings, popuration changes,
and increase of women in the labor force. National economic policies
associated with human resource development that have contributed to
the imbalance between worker supply and demand are minimum wage, full
employment, and investment credit. Bringing education into bettei
alignment with the-work place is the priority.need in reducing worker
displacement. Human resources development can be.improved through a
comprehensive career education and vocational training program. New
approaches.to reducing worker displacement should be aimed at meeting
employer and worker needs through improved cooperation between
industry and the schools. The occupational planning proscess must be
improved; the response to local worker displacement should be
decentralized; and workers should develop transferable skills.
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FOREWORD

0

Workers, displaced by changes in the work.environment and some shortsighted human
resource policies, constitute a growing problem for the American dcohomy. This paper,
Displaced Workers: A Challenge for Voc Ed, examines the prdblem of involuntarily displaced
workers and details the ways that industry and vocational education-can improve,their joint
retraining efforts. It is an informatiorn document for vocational educators and administratrks who
are responsible for planning and directing vocational programs that will serye the displaced
worker population.
This paper is one of ten interpretive papers produced during the fifth year of the National
Center's knowledge transformation program. The review and synthesis ih each topic area is
intended to communicate knowledge and sumest applications.
et

The profession is indebted to Dr. Donald M. Clark for, the preparation of this paper. Dr. Clark.
is President of the National Association for Industry-Education cooperation. He is internationally
recognized for his work in furthering 'industry-education cooperation, and has authored
numerous publications and articles on industry-education coordination at the'ostaecp,1aary
level.

Dr. John Crites of Kent State University, Madeleine Hennings of the United aStates Chamber.
of Commerce, Carol Hodgson of the Indiana State Board of Vocational and Technical Education,
Dr. Robert Nelson of the University of Illinois, and Dr. William Ashley and Dr. Pat Winkfield of
the National Center for Research in Vocational Education contributed to the development of the
paper through their critical review of the manuscript. Staff on the project included Joan Blank,
Alta Moser, Dr. Ann Nunez, Dr. Judith,SamUelson, and Dr. Jay dmink. Claire Brooks and kith
- Nunley typed the manOscript, and Janet Ray served as word processor operator: Edilorial
assistance was provided by Janet Kiplinger of the National Center staff.
Robert E. Taylor
Executive Director
The National Center for Research
in Vocattonal Education

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
-

This study examines the problem of involuntarily displeced workers who are unemployed
due to structural changes in thc econorny and are not likely to regain employment easily, either
at their previous jobs or elsewhere. Worker displacement is a priority human resource issue that
must be resolved to improve economic productivity, further revitalize the American economy, and
cope with the growing international competition.
This paker eietails thErways in which industry and vocational education, in particular, can
improve !heir joint efforts in retraining dislocated Workers forlong-term productive work during
this restructuring periockof the U.S. economy. Central to this research effort is the proposition
that there is a significant correlation between the extent of worker displacement and the degree
of coordination between vocational/academic education and the employment community.

The analYsis of worker dislocation will focus on (1) the changing contours of the work place
and its effect on worker displacement, (2) those natidnal human resource policies that have
.
contributed to this structural, problem (i.e., the imbalance between worker supply and demand),
(3) fhe state.of the art on vocational education's and the employintwa and training sector's efforts
to address worker displacement, and (4) new approaches to human resource and economic
development aimed at meeting emplo9er and worker needs through improved cooperation
between industry and the schools.
The review of the literature attests to the fragmented, uncoordinated, and duplicative
approaches to dealing with displaced workers reflected in federal employment policy and
industry-education interaction. Billions of dollars have teen allocated for government-sponsored
employruent and training programs that, for the most part, lack the mechanisms for successful
planning and implementation, and are conducted with little, if any, thought given to the
relationship among them.
This paper maintains that the displaced worker issue is 'primarily a long-term structural
problem, which requires a dew look at human resource development policy and increased private
sector involvement. Further, in.order to reduce the imbalance between the supply and demand in
the labor market, a central, comprehensive, coherent, cost-effective coordinating mechanism
such as an industry-educstion council should be established. It would create an infrastructure
through which employers could find the skilled labor they need, and dislocated workers could
secure the occupational and employability.skills needed ta return to the job market.

ix

INTRODUCTION
Purriose

The institution called "work" has a long history as a central activity in the lives of most
people. Work has been recognized as a responsibility and a necessity, a major vehicle for
positioning individuals in society, and for allocating social status and power. Yet, most workers
in the United States traditionally have been left to fend for themselves when new technology or a
downturn in the economy has affected or eliminated their jobs. Within our currently unemployed
labor force, there is a segment referred to as "displaced workers." In spite of an upturn in the
business cycle, this involuntarily unemployed group will continue to be confronted with
significant obstacles to reentering the work force due to the structural changes in our economy.
We live in a period of great economic &lenge, one in which the central theme iv productivity,
or more colorfully, reindustrialization. The United Stateis rapidly shifting from a mass industrial
society to an information society,-and the outcome is expected to be more profound than the
nineteenth century shift from an agricultural sOciety to an industrial society. Changes in both the
number of people in specific occupations and the contents of occupational activities will increase
the number of displaced workers as a result of the continued shrinkage of basic industries, the
rapid introduction of new technology over the next twenty years, and competition from foreign
imports. These displaced workers will, most likely, face extended periods of unemployment.
Considerable attention has been devoted to the redefinition of t:Ato'liplaced worker problem
along with growing rhetoric associated with this public policy issue. A revym rf the literature
during the past two decades, in particular, reflects a consistent expression of concern for
dieplaced workers. Solutions to the problem, proposed primarily by researchers and public
policymakers, hav*been too broad to provide substantial relief to date.
This paper, on the other hand, offers specific approaches to addressing the displaced
workers' problem by focusing on what is required to bring the major human resource delivery
systemthe schoolsand the employment community together in improving the alignment of
our human supair*Id demand resources. Central to this study is the proposition that there P a
correlation betvANO the extent of worker displacement and the lack of cooperation and
coordination betWien vocational/academic education and the employment cbmmunity (i.e.,
business, labor, goVernment, and the professions). There is a need ior a clearer understanding of
the connection between vocational education, in particular, and the economy, in leneral, in
resolving the structural imbalance in the labor market that has displaced U.S. workers.

he analysis of wo-rker displacement will concentrate on four areas: (1) the changing
contours of the postindustrial work place that cause the displacement of workers; (2) those
national human resource policies that have contributed tethis structural problem (i.e., lhe
imbalance between worker supply and demand); (3) the state of the &don vocational end
acedemic education's and the employment and training sector's efforts to address *orker
displacement; and (4) new approaches to human resource and economic development aimed at
meeting employer and worker needs.

Background

Nearly every American leader is calling for,reiridustrializotion of our nationthat is,
revitalizing the U.S. economy by modernizing our industrial base to make it more efficient and
competitive. The auto, steel, and rubber industries are only the ones moat visibly in trouble. But
other industries such as industriel motors and apparel are also suffering at this time, and still
others are likely to come under increased pressure in the years ahead.

/

Economists and politicians, awakening to the problem, are emphasizing a policy that "would
deal with specific Industries needing aid or encouragement as opposed to economic planning,
which would set targets for the whole economy, including production, prices and employment"
(Hershman and Levenson 1980). This industrial poliby will need defining and refining; for it is
destined to be a major and highly controversial preoccupatio'n of government, labor, business,
and education during the next few years.

The policy's general objectives, which approach motherhood or atjeast apple pie in their
potential universal acceptability, are restoring sustained economic grOwth; achieving long-term
price stability; strerigthening international competitiveness; and reaching full employment (Eberle
and Moller 1973). The objectives.indicate where we want to gO; the debate will center on how we
get there.
Among the moat pressing problems confrOnting the formulation of U.S. economic policy is
that of displaced workers. Displaced workers are jobless due to plant closings that eliminated
their positions, or automation that replaced people with lahor-saving equipment. Tfiere is a wide'
disparity in interpreting the size of the unemployed work force regarded as dislocated (e.g., it
has been gstimated to be 1 to 20 percent of thijunemployed). The impossibility of knowing its
exact size poses a further difficulty in determining who would warrant whatever assistance, the
federal government made available to displaced workers. Thus, the problem of displaced workers
extends to a number of areas.

It is useful at this point to distinguish between two meanings of the term "reindustrialization"
as it relates to worker dislocation. Management and union leaders in old-time manufacturing
induelries are seeking policies that will maintain traditional blue-collar employment, more
specifically, jobs for semiskilled machine operators in traditional mass production industries.
However, in all highly developed Industrial countries the broader context of reindustrialization is
"the restoration of international competition through production and export of manufactured
good's" (Drucker 1980). The only way -a developed economy such as the United States is to
regain its international competitiveness, however, is to encourage a significant reduction of
traditional blue-collar employment. "The U.S. is well launched on the voyage from the industrial
age into the,information age" (Main 1982), transition that is moving labor massively out of
manual work into "knowledge work".
This demographic shift highlights the growing displacement in the work force. Yet, to
maintain cOmpetitive strength and leadership in the international economic arena, the United
States will need to gear its manufacturing technology to the available supply of knowledge
workers rather than to the supply of blue-collar workers. Many of the new jobs willtgo to
individuals with the right skills for the informetion ageprogrammers, systems analysts, word
processor operators, office-machine maintenance workers, for example. Those workers without
the skills in demand face a bleak firture in the new service economy. Thus, the retraining of
workers is emerging,as a major issue for the federal government.

2

The United States has become heavily dependent on the world economy. Further, its ability
to dictate the course of world econornic activities has declined sharply. This nation is caught in a
scissors movement, that is, "on the one hand, the growing importance of both exports and
imports increases pressure oh the U.S. to pursue a liberal trade and international investment
policy. On the other-hand, ,the growing penetration of its economy by foreign goods often
increases the pressure to retreat from open approadhes to international exchange" (Bergsten
1982, p. 11).

Foreign penetration of our markets has displaced workers. An Americarvautomobile
dealer's showroom represents not only the output of the Detroit production workers, but the
effort of a broad chain of industries aod employees. "And.when imports crimp sales of dornestic
automakers, jobs are lost in a broad spectrum of businessesfrom steel to finance and farming':
("How Auto Imports" 1982, p. 81).

We are now a truly global economy that reflects a worldwide process of redistribution of
labor and production. As part of this process, all of the developed countries are reindustrializing.
"While economic matters will dominate the eighties with' specific headlines centering'upon
energy, inftation, unemployment, the relative U.S. decline militarily, politically, and economically,
as well as monetary and fiscal policy, underlying-all of these is our ability to obtain more output

per unit of inputthat is, productivV' (Wilson 1981, p. 9).

Traditionally, the United States has been recognized as the worldi leader in technological
innovation and production methods. However, there has been a decline in productivity growth in
this country since 1973. Productivity "is theratio of measured output to measured input. lmputs
can be stated in hours worked, dollars invested, materials used, or energy consumed. Catputs'
can be measured in gross production, quantity or dollar value, value added in dollars, sales in
units or dollars, or weight or volurfil" (Milbergs 1982, p."20). Thus, it is a statistical measure of
how efficiently firms use labor, capiial, and a range of other resources,to produée goods and
services. Productivity gains are our best weapon against the growing problem of displaced
workers.
A significant number of United States jobs have been lost to foreign markets. In recent years,
Japanese and German manufacturers have made extraordinary gains in productivity, while many
other nations have been experiencing only marginal gains, or even losses. Various stiglies have
attributed much of the success of the Germens and particularly ihe Japanese in making gains in
productiviti to their attitude toward their jobs and employers, as well as the important role of
jobs in the daily lives of workers.
In seeking productivity improvement, the United States is confronted with °changes in the
demographic compoetion of the labor force, changes in work environment, changes in cultural
values, and changesln economic and political policies" (Kalleberg 1982, p. 81) as well as with
the realities of ruthless globai.competition with foreign prbducers who have more modem and
fully automated facilities. Raising the isstie of productivity growth in the United States also raises
the issue of the effectiveness of our human resources development policy.

Productivity studies have pointed out that human resouites contribute between TO and 25
percent to productivity improvement. Yet, the growing shortige of trained personnel in certain
critical skill areas and the increasing numbers of adult Americans who are functionally illiterate
are formidable obstacles to productivity 'growth and require priority attention.
Vocational education, as a productivity-oriented activity, has a key role to play in the
revitalization of the American economy. It optimally teactes youth and adults the skills that lead

3

to the production of greater quantities of gOods per hour &labor, to increased quality of output,
to the knowledge of how to use natural resources more efficiently with less waste.damage to the
environment, and to kno.wledge of how to apply labor and technology Tore efficiently and
effectively. These improvements produce gains in productivityproduction increases without
additional increases in costs. However, the curricula of the vocational education delivery system
will need significant upgrading in order to deal effectively with worker displacement.

Industry-education cooperationplanned, oiganized, implemented, and evaluated in a
systematic, cost-effective mannercan significantly reduce the problem of displaced workers
over the long term. This will require a public/private partnership aimed at providing skill trairiing
and productive jobs for the structurally unemployed and underemployed and Jpecia I grouris
(e.g., minorities, handicapped) and fostering a better transition from school to work, in general,
for all students.

Ig

A public (edtication) and private (employment community) partnership has two dimensions:
the policy dimension in which the goals of an initiativ designed to improve skill training and
upgrade the re9ular,work force are orticulated: and tlie operational dimension, in whieh these
goals are, pursued. The structure and processes for implementing this type of partnership .
between the two'sectors will bediscussed under new approaches to the problem of displaced
workers.
,
Einployability development and job training are integral components ofeconomic
development. Displaced workers are a drag on the economy. There is a need for systematic
efforts tb strengthen a community's infrastructure for cooperation between public/postsecondary
educationvocational education in particularand the private/public employment sector.

'V>

A MACROVIEW OF THE CHANGING MARKETPLACE AND WORKER
DISPLACEMENT

The work force and the work place of the 1980s are unclagoing change that promises to
continue and accelerate into the twenty-first century. During this period of great economic
chang, sludgish growth and downturns in some U.S. industries have already displaced many
workers, and technological advances and automation could result in larger scale joblessness
than has occurred at any point in our hiatOry.

It irclear that the future work force will be composed of fewer young people, more
minorities, more women, and a greater number-of workers in the twenty-two- to forty-four-yearold agegroup. Demographic trends indicate that there may also be more older workers.
However, "despite great variations within groups, the work force will be better educated, less
orthtldox in attitude, and more demanding of employers in terms of both psychic and financial
rewards"-(Kerr and Rosow 1978, p. 1).
The regional split between Sun Belt and Frost Belt, which is accelerating, will leaie the
northern half of the United States in serious difficulty during the next decade.-Further, the rapid
growth of a permanent underclass in America will contribute to the dislocation of workers as the
residents of central-city ghettos, undereducated and underskilled, are left without real hope of
participating in the future economic development of the country.

Bringing the changing marketplace into better alignment with our major human resource

delivery systemeducationand the employment and training sector, presents a rare challenge
and rare opportunity in resolving worker displacement in an era of stagflation and increasing
conservative hiring practices in the private sector.

Given this general profile of powerful trends emerging in the nation, a more detailed
examination of changes occurring in the work place and work forbe in the 1980s will provide
vopational educators and employment and training personnel with a baseline required for
plinning and implementing programs designed to reduce significantly the number of displaced
workers.

Technological Changes

What occurs in the next decade or two will change the way Americans work as much as the
industrial revolution did in the nineteenth century. Experta say that the new technologies, based
on the computer and micro-electronict, will pose as fundamental a shift in the U.S. work place as
the move from an agrarian tda manufacturing economy did a century or more ago. As the neW
technologies are instabed to'improve productivity and labor costa, there will be a growing
concern about whether the nation will create the number of jobs it needs, in regions where they
are most needed, and, at wage levels to which many workers have been accustomed.

These developments ere expected to lead to sigificant change for many workers. "Advancing
technological changes cause new jobs to be created and other jobs to become obsolete" (Leach
1980, p. 741). Workers who are laid off due to obsolescence will require job-related training to
reenter the work force. Yet, rapid technologicaLchanges complicate training of new employees
and put added pressure on the capabilities of skilled workers. The illStie is not whether vmwill
see technological change, but what the rate and dimension of that change will be, and who will
benefit and who will lose. This problem must be confronted today, not in 1990.

These enormous changes in the work place are occurring concurrently with a high level of
unemployment. However, even after economic recovery takes hold, millions of manufacturing
jobs in the basic industries .(e.g., automobiles, steel, and rubber) will disappear because of
automation and foreign competitidn.
One view holds that dire consequences lie ahead similar to the upheaval at the beginning of
the industrial age in the nineteenth century. There are predictions that the new technology will
radically change what will be required of workers and will contribute to structural unemployment
and, in turn, worker displacement. Other authorities, however, expect the transition to go forward
with little economic disruption, as was the case in the period when the United States entered the
age of automation in the early 1950$.

In the meantime, "millions of new jobs will be created, mostly in information systems, but
they will be so different that today's laid-off workers will be hard pressed to fill them" (Main 1982,
p. 58). The net outcome of this development will be more jobs at higher wages; but getting there
will be painful for many Americans, particularly the displaced worker. In the meantime, as society
becomes more and more automated, unemployment will become structural.

U.S. compries have been integrating computers and robots into their operations for years.
Banks, for example, have installed automated check processing over a long period of time, and
many plants use computer-controlled robot welders. At this point, there is a trend toward
companies integrating office and factory systems with hierarchies of computers and robots. Yet,
these are stand-alone systems that have been designed to replace single functions, without a
significant impact to date.
In Japan, a robot revolution is underway, replacing humans in scores of plants: While the
United States has only a few thousand robots today, the number is expected to reach an
estimated one hundred thousand by 1990. The broader application of computers, robots, and
electronic work stations will, over the next five-to-fifteen-year period, have profound and
dramatic changes in factories and many service operations and revolutionize work in America.
In the past, an expanding economy seemed to provide jobs for workers displaced by
technological improvements. However, today's economy is stagnant, and unemployment in many
basic industries is at the highest level since 1941. As these industries festtucture themselves to
become more competitive, they will utilize new technologies. There is a concern.that many
workers now laid off will not be rehired, and we may further experience the demise of the
industries in which they once found employment.

The efficiency of our market economy is measured by productivity, and technology is the
basis of increased productivity. However, the rate of productivity growth has been on the decline
since 1965, as is evident in the following data: 1950-1965 (3 percent), 1965-1973 (2.4 percent) and
1973-1980 (0.6 percent). In 1978, the United States experienced a negative rate of productivity
improvement (Clark 1976, p. 183).

Thus, the United States has a formidable productivity improvement challenge to meet, and
yet, unlike other nations, it is seemingly unable to produce a sufficient supply of technically
educated people. The high-technology industries, in particular, are people-poor. There are not
enough technically trained peOple to meet the requirements of these industries. Innovation and
productivity suffer. "The effect causes serious, long term implications by narrowing the
'technology gap' between the U.S. and international competitors" (Henderson 1982, p. 2). As the
work place undergoes a shift, emphasizing the importance of the new technologies and human
resources, public and postsecondary education must respond to the need for adequately trained
personnel. Vocational education, in particular, must keep pace with the changing technology if it
is to play a role in U.S. economic revitalization.

Change from a Goods Producing to a Service Economy

Shortly after the turn of the century, only three in every ten workers in the nation were
employed in the service sector, and seven out of ten were engabed in the production of goods.
By 1950, there was an approximate balance between the two sectors. In 1968, six out of ten
workers were in service industries; and by 1980, the U.S. work force reflected the exact reversal
of the 1900 breakdown, with seven in every ten workers employed in services such as
government, transportation, retail and wholesale trade,'finance, public utilities, real estate, and
health.
Occupational employment,responds to the growth rate of industiies where occupations are
concentrated. In 1980, for example, "85 percent of all white collar workers and over 97 percent of
all service workers were employed in the service-producing industries. On the otherhand, 60
percent of all blue-collar workers were employed in the goods-producing industries" (U.S.
Department of Labor 1982, p. 2) such as agriculture, manufacturing, mining, and construction.
Our material-basedfeconomy is shifting. toward a communication, information, and
knowledge-based work place. Although the materials for production are becoming more costly,
the "information bits" are becoming cheaper. Prior to the twentietkcentury, we were primarily an
agrarian economy; between 1900 and 1955, factory workers were the dominant group in the
industrial economy; and in the decade of the 1980s, the majority of employees are and will
continue to be information workers.

Employment in goods-producing industries is expected to grow at only three-fourths the rate
of total employment growth. By 1990, more than 33 million people will have jobs in producing
goods. Conversely, the services sector will grow faster than total employment growth with 883
million workers involved in the service industries in 1990.,
"Although some of the manufacturing industries neWideclining may evetally recover and
expand employment somewhat, this process is likely to be slow" (Congressio al Budget Office
1982, p. 8). The antiquated plants and equipment and growing foreign competition have
combined to restrict the growth of employment in traditional manufacturing to rates well below
the job growth In our economy as a whole, thereby contributing to worker displacement.

In contrast to the traditional manufacturing sector, a significant increase in employment in
energy and related industries has occurred, a trend thatis expected to continue. The high
technology industries boom is also expected to be sustained through the 1980s, particularly in
microelectronic technology applied to the computer, communication, and biotechnology fields.

Within the service sector, the fastest growing sector during this decade will be retail trade;
business and health services will maintain a strong growth in employment; and growth in
government jobs is expected to taper off in the last half of the decade.
Table 1 presents a summary of employment trends in theygoods-producing and service
sectorsio 1990:
Another dimension of the divergent grOwth trends in different economic sectors is the
serious skills shortage problem. "Between 1963 and 1976, the-U.S. dropped from second to
seventh place among industrial nations in, the "measured skills endowments" of its labor- force"
(National Association of Manufacturers 1982, p. 1). In the Vindustries that are thriving and likeliest
to grow, employmenfia expected to expand accordingly; yet, sOme of these stronger industries
have begun to experience shortages of highly trained workers.
V

The bluercollar workers from traditional manufactUring industriesalready a predominant
group "among the displaceddo not, for the most part, have the skills required in the growth
industries. Thus, we are witnessing the develOPment of a- mismatch between the type of workers
available and type' of workers in-demand.

Geographic Shift of Business
The displacement of workers has been, furthered by a geographic shift of business activitY
from the frost Belt states of the Northeast and Midwest to the Sun Belt (i.e., the fourteen states
and part of a fifteenth stretching acrois the soutgern third of the nation from Virginia and North
Carolina to southern California. As- Breckenfeld (1971) puts it succinctly, "it remains broadly true
that the Sunbelt is thriving and its extraordinary growth is reshaping the demographic and
economic map of the nation" (p. 133).

The Sun Belt's growth hat been shaped by significant technological changea. Air
conditioning has made theaummers endurable, even in the deepest South. Television, jet planes
and airports, and the interstate-highWays have ended the isolation of small-town life. As new
markets hive sprung up, the region his begun to attrapt a brOad array of industriesfrOm
manufacturing to all of its financial, advertising, printing, wholesaling, and other support
servicei. This rapid growth of taiable economic activity has assured the SUn Belt of adequate
revenues for maintaining public services-Without increasing tax rates.
The road network in, the region has enabled industry to expand far intO the rural areas,
providing factory work.for farmers who can barely subsist on ,what they grow. Some southern
and western States in the Sun Beitlarelhe main beneficiaries of such rapid groWth industries as
energy and electrOnics.
At the ,aame time; the'Frost Belt states have been affected- by-the slow growth or downturn in
the basic goods7producing sector and the resultant decline in tax base.'"Continued economic
decline and fiscal-crisis is likely for cities and States of the industrial Korth" ("The Second War"
1976, P. 94). As CoMpanies'and,people recognize this, the desire to relocate intensifies. The shift
'of businesstO the Sun Belt is reflected in the fact that one out Of six jobs today is located in
California, Texas,-or Florida; Further, siX put of ten indiviPuals at this time reside in the state in
which,theY were born; the ratio was eight out of ten in 1900.

The current influx of some high-teChnology industries and defense plants into New England
will not Offsetthe loss of people and jobs in other traditional manufacturing industries.
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TABLE- 1

EMPLOYMENT TRENDS IN GOODS-P ODUCING AND SERVICE SECTORS
.1w

TotatEmployment

Employment By Major Sector
(MHlions)

Millions.

J

1969

1979

86.3
14.8
3.5
.5
4.4
20.5
12.0

104.1

113.8

122.0

16.5

17.6

18.1

2.8

2.6

.2.3

.9

1.0

6.9
23.5

13.0

6.7
22.6
13.8

8.4

8.8

Transportation

8.4
2.9

3.5

8.9
3.7

Communications

-1:1

1.3

1.4

1.5

.8

.9

1.0,

1.0

16.7

22:4

24.9

27.0

-3.9
13.7

5.5

6.1

20.2

23.2

7.0
26.6

1.3

1.4

1.6

1.8

2.3

1.7

'1.6?

1.6

,

Total Employed
Government
Agriculture
Mining
Contract Construction
Manufacturing
Durable
Nondurable

' Public Utilities
Wholesale and Retail Trade
Finance, Insurance,
and Real Estate
Other Services

Government Enterprises
Private Households

1990

'

.7

5.9
21.4

3.3

.

100-

,
80 ..... - - - - - - -1-

-

Services Producing

60-

14.6
40-

Goods Producing.

°-

..........
1969

1979

1985

1990

..,

SOURCE: Table 5. Employment by major sector; actual and projected,
selected year's, 1959-90. Monthly Labor Review, August 1981, p. 38.

/

.

'SOURCE: Occupational Outlook Handbook,
1980-1981 Edition, Bureau of LaBor Statistics,
U.S: Departnient of Labor.,
e
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Population is expected to decline in New England and growth in manufacturing employment in
the 1980s will slow to half the rate of the 1970s growth.

This shift to the Sun Belt poses serious problems for workers concentrated in large, northern
urtilan centers. Blacks and other minorities have been especially hurt by the loss of. industrial
jobs in the North..Analysts attribute the.rise in unemployment among black teenagers from 29
percent in 1970 to 38 percent in 1,980 to the loss of entry-level industrial jobs in the North.
ALthe Sun Belt continues to experience growth in population, income, and employment,
many workers, displaced from jobs in old-line manufacturing induOtries, are not only lacking the
skills for other jobs, but are not necessarily located in the geographic iireaewhere employers aremaking employment and training opportunities available.
Worker dislocation is expected to deepen as the segrtienting of the American economy
continues, "threatening to create a nation divided into regions of haves and havenots"
("America's Restructured Economy" 1981, p. 62). The South and West have been winning the
interregional battle for economic resources and are building an economic and political power
base that will almost ensure that their booming growth will continue for decades to come (See
.
table 2).

TABLE 2

MANUFACTURING AND REAL INCOME GROWTH BY YEAR AND REGIOK
Manufacturing income
1971-80
1981-90

**
Northeast & Midwest
New England
Mid-Atlantic
East North Central
West North Central
South & West

South Atlantic
,East South Central
West South Central
Mountain
: Pacific

Total U.S.

Real Personal Income
1971-80
1981-90

Average Annual Percent Increase **

0.6
0.7
0
0.7
2.1-

2.1

4.8
3.3

2.6
2.2
2.8
2.9
3.4
2.6

4.5
3.9
3.9
5.8
5.7

1.0

1.6

-0.1

1.3
-0.9
-0.3
1.7

2.4

1.4
1.3
3.7

2.4
1.3
2.4
3.3

.

.'

1

t

2.4
2.5
. 2.2
2.4
2:8

3.2
3.2
3.8
3.1

14.3

3.8
3.0

3.3

2.8

Educational Changes, Worker Expectations, and the Underemployed

A number of developments in our schools in recent years have affected the school-to-work
process. Industry continues to report 'deficiencies in basic and employability skills, general
scientific knowledge, work attitudes, and work experience of entry-level employees. A growing
shortage of skilled workers, and the projected needa for technically trained employees will
continue to be prevailing conditions.

On the supply side, the declining quality of science and mathematics teaching and learning
is a recurrent theme. "Schools report inadequacies in the preparation of teachers, minimal
course requirements for graduation and for coAege admissions, archaic equipment and facilities
in teaching and research laboratories, and declining performance by students on standardized
tests" (Levine and Doyle i982, p. 303).
However, there has been a steady rise in the educational attainment of the U.S. civilian labor
force as a whole. In 1960, over 50 percent of the labor force had less than four years of high
school. By 1978, this percentage had dropped to 26.3 percent and by 1990 is expected to be 19.8
percent. A steady increase in the percentage of labor force members who are college graduates
is predictedfrom 9.2 percent in 1960 to a forecast of 21.7 percent in 1990 (Employment and

Trring 1979).

-The extra personal investment in more education has raised expectiiions that are often
unmet. Most of today's employees have spent twelve to sixteen years in a classroom, view
themselves as intelligent, and want a chance to contribute and advance. They have become
increasingly diverse in their work values, needs, motivations, and satiefactions, yet their
aspirations and skills often are unsuited to what is available in the labor market (Kalleberg 1982).

For many workers, education has not been the route to productive job opportunities.
`41unger workers, particularly those who have some college background, feel that their skills are,
uoderutilized-on the job. Improving the matching of people to jobs is a necessary, long-range
response tO the problem of underemployment.
,

One of the realities of the current decade is that few Americans will ue able to secure the
type of job, with high pay, status, and upward mobility opportunities, that someone with a similar
educational background could reasonably have expected to secure at the start of the 1970s. In
our postinduitrial society, underemployment will be endemic, a situation in which workers are
unable to achieve self-fUlfillment through productive and challenging employment. The mismatch
problem is attributed to a university system ttnt fails to provide adequate career counseling and
informatior a its students; faculty members who promote their own specialities without regard
to the reallidts of the job market; students who themselves choose courses that do not provide
,marketable skills; and parents with "degree fever" who insist on four-year college educations for
their children.

In addition to the problem of the underutilized or underemployed college graduate, whose
plight is the result not of overeducation but of miseducation and misplacement, there is the
problem of declining educational achievement in ouf-putlic schools. A nationwide survey of
literacy, that was conducted during the period 1971 to 196 under the directibn of Dr. Norwell
Northcutt, University of Texas, revealed that 11 percent of all persons completing school
between 1951 to 1961 were functionally illiterate. This figure rose to 16 percent during 1962 to
1973.

41.
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In the United States 23 to 25 percent of all students today fail to graduate from high school,
compared with 2 percent in the Soviet Union and 8 percent in Japan. Currently, the dropout !ate
for black youths in the nation is 35,percemt; 45 percent for Hispanics. "An estimated 20 percent
of those Who do graduate from American secondary schools ladk the language and number skills
to function successfully in modem society" (National Associationsof Manufacturers 1982, p. 1).

In 1975, the Adult Performan4 Level study commissioned by the U.S. Office of Education
showed that 23 million adults have serious literacy handicaps or are functionally illiterate.
Persons unequipped with basic skills :tie at a continued disadvantage in the job maricet,
particularly in a troubled economy. The least educated are the last to be hired and the first to be
fired. it is significant that approximately 50 percent of all unemployed persons in the United
States are under age twenty-five.

./

The mismatch of pu6lic school and postsecondary graduates to job openings is not
encouraging in either the short or long term. This Suggests that educ tjOn will have to reconsider
*
its relation to the economy and the larger society. Our educational sy m cannot as such
determine the labor market; yet, it can, in this quasi-free ecohomy, pr pare people for the reality
of the work place (a fundtiOn that is ihherent in its role in human resource development) and
play a very constructive and vital part injeconomic development,
Population Changes

During the past two decades, U.S. population patterns and prospects have changed radically
and contributed to the dislocation of workers. Almost overnight we have become aslow-growing
nation; the overall rate of population growth is less than 1 percent per year. The feminist
movement, increased female participation in the labor force, and the pill came together in recent
years, accounting for the sharp reduction in births. By 1990, U.S. population is projected toreach about 244 million, which would be a 9.6 percent increase for the decade, or 21.3 million
more people, compared with an 18.9 millidh population gain in the 1970s. Although this increase
will be greater than that for the 1910s, the rate of growth will still be only half that of the 1950s.

While the population is growing at a modest pace, its composition is changing significantly.
For one thing, the percentage of older persons in our national, population is increising. By 1990,
the twenty-five- tiS forty-four-year-old age bracket will increaseby almost 16 million and will rise,
as a proportion of total population, from about 28 percent in 1980 to approximately 32 percent by
1990 (King 1979).

And there will be f fewer teenagers. By 1990, their numbers will decline by about 17
percent or 4.6 million S ortly, in fact, they will be exceeded by the over-sixtylve pdpulation, a
group whose numbefst, ill be up 20 percent by 1990 to almost 30 million. As the number of .
younger people declines, there will be a demographic "bulge" in the twenty-two- to forty-fourr
year-old prime-age work forcefrom 39 million in 1975 to approxigely 60.5 million In 1990.
The economic implications of these changes bear on the worker displacerneht problem. The
civilian labor force is akpevted to grow by 1.5 percent per year and to total 112 million by 1985
and 119.5 million by 1990. This is a significantly slower growth rate than occurred during the
decade of the seventies. With only moderate economic growth and a work place characterized by
an increasing number of older employees and a shortage of younger workers,The unemployment
rate, aside from cyclical fluctuations, should drift down closer to 4 to 5 percent by the end of the
1980s.

,
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How these changes will affect the work place is difficult to predict. One possibility is that as
the nufnber of teenagers and unskilled workers declines in the 1900s, employers may find a
shortabe.of this type. of labor. The huge increase in the population of middle-aged adults
probably will limit the number of opportunities in middle-management areas, bringing with it
promotion'problems. 'chose in the thirty-five to fifty-four age bracket will increase 28 percent in
this decade, compared with a gain of only 4 percent in the 1970s.
Although a lower unemployment-rate is anticipated; worker unrest may increase because of
the previously cited demographic changes ard changing values of the work force. Worker
dissatisfaction may come from inadequate opportunities for promotion end an increasing
population of older people whose Social Security benefits are dependent upon relatively fewer
workers. This dissatisfaction will result in continuing pressure for affirmative action and a greater
demand for part-time and flexible working schedules. A combination of decreasing fertility,
increasing life expectancy, and increasing immigration, along With a growing skills shortage and
declining educational achievemept has enormous implications for the future of business, the
oeconomy as a whole, ano moreipecifically, worker disOlacement.

Composition of the Labor. Force

The outstanding change in work during the past thirty-five years has been the increase of
'women in the labor farce. This major change has been called a "subtle revolution," affecting all
aspects of family life I'M social life and having a significant impact on the displaced worker
problem, particularly among youth seeking employment.
.
The percentage of women in the work force has been rising steadily since 1900: "between
19(10 and 1940 from 20 to 26 percent and between 1940 to 1979 from 26 to 51 percent" (Stewart
and Cantor 1982, p. 31). Women were responsible for,80 percent of' the growth in the 1960-1975
period and are expected to adcount for some 66 percent of the growth over the next decade. The
bulk of this increase has been from the women currently working who share a home with a
husband and with preschool or school-age children (a 108 percent increase since 1950). Thus,
marital status has been a declining influence as a reason for not entering the work force.

Allowing for the 1967 adjustment in definition of the labw force, participation rates of.single
women and of widowed, divorced, or separated women have risen only a few pOteirage paints
since 1950. In 1980, 57 percent of .the women employed were married, 24 percent w
sihgle;$
and 19 percent were widowed divorced or separated. SAore than 70 percent of the working wives
are employed at full-time jobs.
.

For the &it time in history, a majority of American women are working outside the home.
According to Shellenbargar (1982), in 1965, only 39 percent of women were in the labor force;
the present rate is 52 percent, and it is expected to rise as high as 65 percent by 1995. Not only
are more women working at this time, but also they are in the work force for the lonVerm vIthet
than temporarily.
In the past, wOmen.who were not in the lower socioeconomic group generally worked just to
help out over difficult family financial periods or to help buy various luxuries such as an
automobile. However, today most women expect to remain employed, regardless of their childbearing plans and rpgardless of economic cycles. Of those working, 48.2 percent are in whitecollar jobs, 25.9 percent in manufacturing, and 16.1 percent in government jobs. The challenge
today is one of how to get them moved up and assimilated in the business and professional
sectors.
.
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Women in higher paid, higher status professional jobs present a growing competitive factor
for adult males seeking these same opportunities. Similarly, when women hold the lower paid,
less secure, clerical and service jobs, young men, in particular, are faced with fewer
opportunities to enter the job market.
By 1980, more than two out of five mothers of children aged six or younger were working for
wages. In families earning more tfian $25,000 annually, the majority now achieve this total by
depending on two incomes; the husband's and the wife's. Ironically, while women have been
making a significant effort to enter the work force, men have been slowly getting out of it.
Betwbbn 1947 and 1977, for example, the number of men in the prime working years from sixteen
to sixty-five who dropped out of the work force temporarily Or permanently nsarly doubled; from
13 percent to 22 percent.'
The changing role of women in work poses a formidable challenge to vocational educators
who wept charged (in the Education Amendments of 1976, RL. 94-482) with the task of
elimivating sex role stereotypin§ and sex discrimination. Vocational edOcation agencies are
capaalt of responding to this drainatic change in female participation in paid employment
because of their past involvement in both employability development and in adult, Ochnical, and
continuing education.
In contrast to the steadily increasing nurnk 'e of wonien in the work force during the past
several decades, special groups such as blacks, Hispanics, and Asians experienced uneven
concentration in the work place, with the proportion of black males.in the labor force, for
example,.steadily declining, while the proportion of black women reMained stable. Black males
of middle age and above have dropped out of the work force at rates signifIcanily higher than
have white males of comparable ages.

There has been a gain in the employment of blacks in the professional, technical,
managerial, and clerical categories,since the 1960's. Further, blacks have undergone upgrading
in blue-collar occupations, moving from the unskilled labor and domestics service jobs (which are
subsequently filled by illegal immigrants and Hislianic natiohals) for semiskille¢ operative and
skilled employment.
While there has been a marked improvement in the emploYmeM, income, and education of
blacks since World War II, they still tend to concentrate, within the broad occupat onal
categories, in the least prestigious and lowest paid jobs. In the professions, for exhiiple, blacks
are disproportionately engaged in the teaching and social service occupations, and ,ave made
only minimal gains in fields such as sciences, management, and engineering. With respect to
white-collar employment, black gains, especially in management, have been concentrated in the
public sector rather than the private sector.

Unemployment trenqa reflect most clearly the problems confronting the black work force.
Since 1970, unemployméntpmong blacks has steadily increased. Dining the decade of the 1970s,
blacks accounted for almost 20 percent of the increase in unemployment. In 1980, minority
groups, in the aggregate, constituted 11 percent of the labor force and accounted for 21 percent
of the unemployed. During this decade, white women and minorities are projected to account for
74 percent of the growth in the labor force.
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Income Changes

During the past twenty years, the increase in number of two income households has raised
the average family income, even considering cost of living adjustments. According to the census
of 1980, median family income was $20,840 for whites, $12,681 for blacks, and $22,075 for
persons of Asian descent.

With the rise of the standard of living, an increase in the demand for products and, to a
much greater degree, services has occurred. The major growth in employment in the service
sector gives the U.S. marketplace the characteristics of an income-service-demand economy.
This dramatic shift requires significant changes in preparing youth for work and retraining
displaced workers.

;

National Economic Policies Associata with Human Resource Dvelopment
In addition to considering the structural economic shifts that have adversely affected
workers, there is a need to examine those national economic policies that relate to,the worker
displacement issue.

In 1938, the nation committed itself to an official policy of improving our standard of living
through the adoption of a minimum wage law. This was followed in 1947 with a commitment to a
policy of.full employment based on the rationale that federal government expenditures are large
enough to be used to stimulate the economy and help create jobs. Finally, in 1962, legislation
providing for an investment credit for business to further industria&expansion was enacted.
However, there are built-in contradictions in these policies.

-.

During the period of the Great Society under the Johnson administration, the commercial
laundry industry, for example, pointed out the inconsistencies of these three national policies.
Some displaced workers who had been out of work for years were being trained to operate
equipment in commercial laundries. At the time the first group of people completed the training,
Congress applied the minimum wage law to all laundries that generated over.$250,000 in
business annually.
For almost sixty-five years, few jobs had existed in a commercial laundry that could not be
mechanized. Yet, they were not mechanized because it wag more costly than using unskilled
labor at low wages, which %vete below the minimum wage established for many' other business
operations. As displaced workers began to be retrained in laundry work, the federal.government's
investment credit policy helped to stirmilate the mechanization of commercial laundries.

Thus, the contradiction here is that despite a national economic policy aimed at promoting
full employment, our policy of a minimum wage, combined with an investment tax credit,
produces an even stronger pressure on business to hasten automation of jobs, thus eliminating
the low-skill jobs.
Most young people preparing for work expect to seek employment in the private sector
through entry-level jobs. HoweiVer, as the minimum wage has risen, many low-paying.jobs have
been eliminated, thereby denying millions of teenagers an opportunity to get a start in our
private enterprise system. There are adequate data to show a direct correlation between the
increasekin minimum wages and the rise of unemployment among sixteen- to nineteen-year-olds
in the Unitbd States. Thus, minimum wage legislation has made it extremely difficult for unskilled
teenagers to enter our economic system.
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The national economic policies discusied in this titudyminimum wage, full emaoyrnent,
and investment creditwere developed and implemented as representing well-conceived arid
humane legislation. They have, however, fostered the eliminction of unskilled Jobs and
contributed to worker dislocation. Looking ahead, the unskilled, displaced worker who is
unemployed because there is a dearth of unskilled jobs is just as much outside our private
enterprise system as if the nation had a recession and his/her job was eliminated.
These policies affect worker displacement, and in light of this, at least two major policy issue
altemativekare suggested:
,
.
1.

Should there be a continued effort to increase job skill levnls Of workers and the
technological efficiencif of our economic system, In that-the incremental output will not
only pay the cost of supporting thosd who are'displaced or forced out of the labor
market, but also will be instrumental in improving the standard of living for those who
are employed?

2.

Should a limitati
placed on the technical efficiency achieved by society through
forcing the privet
ctor to provide low-skill jobs on a formula basis related lo the size
of the business operation in order to reduce the number of displaced workers who are

iecipients of social 4lfare?

4

Other scenarios may exist. In any event, the inconsistencies in our current national economic
policies need to be addressed if our basic economic goals are to be achieved.

'4

PREPARATION FOR WORK AND THE RETRAINING PROCESS
Leek of Alignment Between Education and the Employment Community

It has always been difficult for youth and adults to make the transition from the classroom to
the world of work, Students require a realistic perception Of the work place; good quality, up-todate educational programs; and current and relevant occupational informatton to facilitate their
entrance into the work force, The ultimate success of an educational system depends upon its
ability to provide these opportunities. Furthermore, the availability of sych learning experiences
can be realized by recognizing that work and education are so related that neither.can exist in
isolation from the other.
Bringing education, the primary delivery system for the labor market, into better alignment
with the.work place is the priority need in reducing worker displacement. Lack of alignment
between education and work systems is the central issue in the worker supply/demand
imbalance. A coherent system of human resource development and management must be
designed in which effective coordination and cooperaVrm between education and the
employment community enhance the efficient use I :reurces in confronting the worker
dislocation problem.
The vocational education community, in particular, has formidable problems in its efforts to
reduce the gap between the schools and industry. Art atmosphere of fiscal conservatism is
prevalent at the local, state, and national levels. Student enrollment has stabilized or been
declining in many areas of the nation, and there is increased competition from public and private
agencies and organizations for the limited available resources that have traditionally supported
vocational education programs.
"Vocational education practitioners must be prepared to meet the challenge to coordinate
and capitalize on opportunities for establishing linkages for the future" (Maurice 1981, p. 275).
There are many agencies, organizations, and institutions that are directly or indirectly involved in
implementing vocational education services. Working separately and often divergently, they
complicate coordination with the employment community. A centralized, comprehensive, costeffective structure such as an industry-education council could significantly improve vocational
education's capability for preparing youth and adults and retraining dislocated workers for
productive employment.

Improving Human Resources Development through a Comprehensive
Career Education and Vocational Trailing Program

As U.S. industry faces a major retooling end refitting challenge in the 1980s, there will be an
increased demand for complex occupational skills. Further, the technological adjustment may
create more structural unemployment. A new look at human resource development is needed
within a framework that recbgnizes the potential for increased industry-education joint efforts.
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There is considerable agreement that our nation's human resource policy should focus on
the following employment and training goals that meet the challenges of technological advances,
e,y
the effects of automation, and the fluctuations of the economy:

1. To upgrade the quality of public education and offer secondary school students career°
training that is oriented toward full-time, adult employment
2. To develop remedial programs that will provide functionally illiterate youths and adults
with the basic reading, writing, and computing skills necessary4to perform productive
work

3.

To provide programs that will allow adult workers to retrain and upgrade existing skills

4.

To identify and address critical skills shortages

5.

To match human resource development to local and regional labor market needs
(National Association of Manufacturers 1982, p. 1)

Despite costly federal employment training programs, most workers still receive their basic
preparation for work in secondary schools, colleges, and technical institutes. In order to improve
significantly the education-to-work process as a preventive measure and reduce the worker
displacement factor, a career education component is needed within the public education system
"which assists youth and adults to embark on a career with values, orientations, knowledges, and
skills that will enhance their chances of adjusting to our society on a continuing basis" (Gil li
1978, p. 29). Incorporating a comprehensive career education system in public school education
involves integrating various stages of career education into the total school programthat is,
awareness, exploration, decision-making preparation, and placement. The career development
process must be continued in postsecondary education.
Vocational training, including business education, is an important element of career "
education. When a student has made a career choice to pursue a marketable skill, the vocational
education program becomes the vehicle for training. At the middle/junior high school level,
broad vocational programs in many areas are available; in senior high school, area vocational
schoOl, and community-junior college instruction, more specialized programs in these same
areas are offered. More than twenty-five thousand secondary schools (Oracles nine through
twelve) and two thousand community colleges and technical institutes offer employment-related
training.

Yet, vocational education program planning should not be "front loaded" to serve only those
entering the work force for the first time; it should be comprehensive to meet the needs of other
groups such as displaced workers. Before undertaking.the retraining of dislocated workers,
vocational `educators mast be aware of local, regional, and statewide emPloyment needs, the
skills required by the specific industries, and the employee befiavior that employers desire.
Accurate forecasting of employment needs is difficult, but it is essential to occupational
planning.

Vocational education should be a major contributor to national policy for reducing worker
displacement. The critical questions applicable to displaced wbrkers insofar as vocational
education is concerned are (1) what contribution can this human resource delivery system
(vocational education) be expected tci make to resolve ihis structural problem and (2) should
federal funding for vocational education be greatly increased? First, a brief overview of other
systems that are vehicles for retraining dislocated workers is presented.
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Historically, the private sector, for the most part, has initiated training for specific skills
needed in individual firms or industries. For individuals already employed, skills are usually
acquired informally on the job. In particular, many larger companies have developed formal
training programs, especially for jobs that are unique to a firm's operation.

.

Unions in shrinking industries are starting to win provisions requiring companies to retrain
displaced workers. During the spring of 1982 "the United Auto workers won promises froth
General Motors Corp. and Ford Motor Co.'to commit $120 million and $25 million respectively to
setting.up retraining programs" (Lincoln 1981). Although there is no figure available on how r
much employers spend on retraining, the total estimate for all private sector training is $30
.
billion a year.
.

The new technology will increase the need for retraining. An estimated 4 million factory jobs
have been identified for possible replacement by robots by the year 2000. An additional 3 million
jobs have been identified for replacement by robots early in the twenty-first century. Retraining,
therefore, is going to become an increasingly important part of every business operation.
In the building trades, for example, apprentice programs have provided training in various
skilled occupations. Private vocational schools and institutes have received private employer
sponsorship and financial suppOrt to provide formal training in a number of special fields such as
electronics, printing, and the various clerical skills.
Government-sponsored skill training programs have, until recently, been very limited, and
those efforts that have been made were undertaken primarily ev state and local governments. As
a result, the growth in vocational training associated with the recent rapid expansion of junior
and community colleges is attributed, only in a very minimal way, to funding from the federal
government.

In order to broaden the role of vocational educitio1JCongress approved the Vocational
Education Amendments of 1968. They included grants-in-aid designated by Congress, specific
expenditures for training the disadvantaged, and support for cooperative work-study programs.
In order tO justifi these expenditures, researchers have been trying to determine the effect of
vocational education on students' success in the Work force, but they have been unable to come
to an agreement, and it appears unlikely that a consensus will be reached soon. This is
particularly true since few surveys have focused exclusively on the effectiveness of vocational
education, and researchers have had to use data originally meant for other purposes to study the
impact of job training.
However, from a review of the best available national studies comparing college preparatory,
vocational, and general curriculum graduates of secondary schools, one can conclude that in
spite of the conflicting findings, there are sufficient data to indicate that vocational education
apparently yields positive returns to students in comparison to the other preparatory categories.
"The same studies show somewhat higher rates of employment, on average, among young men
whose high School background was in the vocational curriculum as compared with those irrthe
academic or general curriculum" (Pierson 1980, p. 130).

The positive effects of vocational trainingiprograms on the job status of displaced workers
and other hard-to-employ groups show up mclIewtlearly in periods of expanding business when
job openings are on the rise. If carefully designed and implemented as a cooperative effort
between vocational educators and employers, these programs can provide entry to employment.
opportunities for a variety of clientele, including those lacking in basic skills.
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The major responsibility for increasing support to vocational schools for
programs aimed at
retraining displaced workers lies with the federal government since it commands the source of
funds required to undertake an effective strategy. Federal efforts to strengthen
and broaden
vocationel education's role in dealing with structural unemployment and related
problems would
be realistic at this time. An examination of federal employment and training policy related
to
displaced workers offers another major approach to this problem.
Federal Employment Policy and the Displaced Worker
_

Federally sponsored-employMent and training programs have been undertaken,to solve
several incompatible problems simultaneously. The nation's employment polipy has been
remedial in nature, supporting programs that are generallyirriproperly designed
and maintained
to deal with those individuals who have difficulties in seeking, getting, and holding
jobs.
Federal job training programs have not been directed "to knowledges and skills
that relate to
productive employment as assessed through real knowledge of the work plaCe" ("Retraining
Displaced Workers" 1982, p. 178). There has never been a coherent federal jops program since
the Great Depression.
-

The Manpower Development and Training Act (MDTA) of 1963 established a federal program
to upgrade the Akins of workers, particularly in economically depressed areas of the nation. Yet,
some observers pold the view that this helped start the migration of industry to the South. When
the ComprehansIveEmploythent and Training Act (CETA) superseded the MDTA in the early_
1970s, the priority shifted from training to creating temporary jobs for minority
workers.

The federal government currently sponsors a variety of programs for unemployed
people,
including services such as placement help, job training, relocation aid, and cash assistance.
Although displaced workers may need these services, there is limited availability
for this group.
These programs, in the aggregate, could not be considered a comprehensive policy
for displaced
workers. A closer enamination of current programs for the unemployed highlights the lack of
services to displaced workers.
The staffing limitations Of the U.S. Employment Service, a federal-state system providing job
search assistance through a network of 2,600 regional offices, reetrict the quantity of personal
services available to the displaced worker. This agency also has had problems in developing
listings for the types of jobs that might be suitable for the experienced workers among the
dislocated.

CETA, the major program fo providing job training, has generally not been used by
displaced workers. Rarely has C TA public service employment offered anything but a
temporary job. This program, branded as a boondoggle by the Reagan administration, has
been
criticized for not effectively training people for existing jobs in the private sector. It was targeted
toward low-income, disadvantaged individuals, and perhaps because of this, many displaced
workers have been reluctant to seekristance through it.
Under the unemployment insurance system, income replacement benefits, which are
generally available for twenty-six weeks, are usually exhausted before displaced workers acquire
new positions. Special assistance programs such as Trade Adjustment Assistance (TAA) is
restricted to workers whose unemployment results from import competition.
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Since the enactment of the 1961 Area Redevelopment Act, which was aimed at reducing
structural unemployment among coal miners in APpalachia, federal expenditures on employment
and training programs have increased dramatically, approaching an estimated $15 billion in 1983.
These programs'hayeteen conducted largely outside, and in addition to, existing private sector
and training vocational education programs in public schools and communitV Colleges. In regard
to this, however, a number of evaluative studies of CETA programs teflect a basic conclusion
that unless work experience is combined with academic or vocational training; the activity has no
significant effect on future employability.

Proponents of government employment and training programs point out that these programs
can offset the failures of the market to produce enough training and other labor market services.
,Government-provided training opportunities, they argue, could compensate for the deficiency in
Private sector training. However, another view, consistent witn an earlier discussion on national
economic policies associated with human resource development, holds that "although not
explicitly stated, it appeara that a major purpose of current manpower programeis to provide
jobs and upgrade skills of those persons who were displaced as a result of other government
regulatory policies, especially the minimum wage" (The Heritage Foundation 1982, p. 2).
The Reagan administration's philosophy focuses on stimulating economic growth as the way
to createlob opportunities, rather than depending on federal programs. An important part of ihe
White House plan is to place more reliance on state and local governments, the private sector,
and individuals to render services the federal government has been providing. Emphasis is on a
"government-private sector training relationship that would limit federal Involvement to offering
incentives to employers who train workers themselves" (Cook 1981, p. 19). On July 1, 1983, the
Senate passed a jobs bill, originally opposed by.the administration, that includes $100 millicn a
year for retraining displaced workerkthrough the Private Industry Councils (PICs)federally
financed groups whose primary purpose is to help minority workers find jobs:

The National Commission for Employment Policy, in a 1981.stUdy (Bendick and Devine
198i), concludes that there is little support to warrant federal employment and training
assistance for displaced workers. The key findings of the study. indicatithat (1) the overall size
of the dislocated worker population is relatively amall; (2) the "category" of dislocated worker
itself is a weak indicator that an unemployed persoh will "suffer long periods of unemploYment,
special difficulties in becoming reemployed, or extreme hardship while unemployed"; and (3) if
displaced workers do experience unusually long periods of unemployment, it generally reflects
"past and present affluence rather than past or present distress." The commission takes tne
position that displaced workers should not be included in the administration's job training
proposal because their level of need does not justify it, and doing SO leaves less money to train
the severely disadvantaged.
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NEW APPROACHES TO REDUCING WORKER DISPLACEMENT
Improving the Occupational Planning Process
The amount of information displaCed workers haye on the availability of alternative jobs can
affect their adjustment. "Labor-market economists are particularly concerned with unblocking
information channels because workers are woefully ignorant of their options, and this lack of
knowledge contributes to unemployment and underemployment" (O'Toole 1978, p. 127). Many
displaced workers having only limited occupational (job/labor market) information must devote
considerable time and expenses to increasing their knowledge of potential employment
opportunities. Processing information about job openings correlates with socioeconomic statuS.
Mitldle-class, college-educated people, who are higher skilled, white-collar workers and
professionals, have a fair.knowledge of the opportunities open to them tiecause of their exposure
to the employment market, a by-product of performing their jobs. The lower classes, or lessskilled workers, generally get little of this type of exposure. Also, the job-seeking skills of
workers,who have been employed for a lengthy period are likely to hava eroded. Therefore, the
lack of occupational information and joi) search skills are impediments to adjustment.

Insufficient information 'about alternative jobs may also lead to unrealistic job aspirations,
thereby contributing to a difficult and long period of unemployment, particularly for displaced
workers with substantial Job tenure. Their initial aspirations may focus on securing a
compensation package similar to the one they received before layoff. Middle-aged workers with
lengthy job tenure and specific skills may adjust slowly to the reality that their income may be
significantly reduced, thereby prolonging their period of unemployment. Workers with shorter
tenure, in contrast, are less likely to hold unrealistic job aspirations.
The changing contours Of the marketplace require an occupational information *delivery
system that meets the needs of the displaced worker. Those involved in occupational planning
and evaluption, vocational educators, and employment and training personnel recognize the
problem with forecasting human resource needs. Accurate, long-term projections of the demand
for workers categorlied by specific occupation, industry, and region, and the supply of workers
Oesibnated according to levels of skill, training, and education, are seemingly unattainable.
Vocational educators engaged in "futuring" projects should recognize these limitations.

Improving the alignment between education and the employment sector, which is central to
reducing worker dislocation, requires a coherent occupational planning system. Yet, we have no
real sense of the true supply/demand equation in occupational planning, which is essential in
retraining displaced workers, preparing youth for productive employment, and meeting employer
needs.
The prime source of employment data Jor the average vocational education .planner is the
state labor market analyst of the local or state employment service funded through agreements
between the Bureau of Labor Statistics and the state employment service agencies. However, the
data obtained for a standard metropolitan statistical area (SMSA) do not reflect a large enough
sample of employers needed for effective occupational planning or career development activities:
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At the national level, the National Occupational Information Coordinating Committee (NOICC)
has a basic mandate to make sense out of various occupational data produced by the-federal
government and to help states deliver useful standardized information to citizens on the
p
projected supply and demand for specific jobs. NOICC has awarded grants to a limited nuMber
of State Occupational Information Coordinating Committees (SOICC5) tci encourage and aid in
the development of Statewide Career Information Delivery Systems to give special attention to
labor market information for youth.
Today, SOICCs in forty states are putting together supply and demand data. NOICC- has
reported that SOICC data are being used to plan state vocational education programs, to help in
economic development and to foster cooperation between vocational education and CETA
programs. However, neither the NOICC nor SOICC, have had a significant aggregate effect on
national, state, or local occupational planning, and expectations of meeting the future planning
needs of vocational education and employment and training programs through them are minimal
in the near term.

Other sources of occupational employment information include the decennil censui, the
Occupational Employment Statistics Survey, job bank data, and the Employment Security
Automated Reporting System. It is the inefficient use of these and other data that has inhibited
occupational planning and evaluation. Research findings show that "when labor market
information is used in making decisions about program implementation or redirection, such
information often seems to be mid to further justify decisions that have already, been made on
the basis of other kinds of information" (Starr, Marx, and Zahniser 1982, p. 1).
This'unsystematic delivery of information to displace&workers and occupational planners
suggests the need, to establish an occupational,information system that begint with developing
an economic and employment profile of an SMSAone that educational planners, employers,
human resource analysts, and economists can use for occupational planning, vocational
education programs, instruction, job placement, and retraining, and one that can serve as a
primary occupatibnal information resource for the displaced wOrker.

.

An industry-education council, for example, could serve as a catalyst for gathering data on
an area's past economic perfcWmance, trends in occupations in the services and goodsproducing seitors, the relationships of population, employment, and income to the local
economy, perspectives on the local unemployment problem; and the long-term prospects for an
area's econOmic development. Chambers of commerce, economic development agencies,
postsecondary,urban economists, and state department of labor economists are primary sources
of data.
An economic and employment profile of an SMSA would also include a macro-overview of
the previously cited Changes in the national labor market, along with national and state econornic
and employment trends that serve as a baseline for comparison purposes with an SMSA's
situatfon. The profile offers a realistic framework for the development of an occupational
information delivery system, one capable of disseminating supply/demand data within a short
period of time at a 'Mlatively low cost. The profile meets a compelling need for a coherent and
boat-effective way of incorporating labor market information into the process of planning and
eviluatI4 vocational education. It Vibuld help ensure that training would be more closely related
to the kinds of Jobs that are available owid to the needs of those for whom the vocational
,educatian aystem isJntended.
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The economic and employment profile, therefor's, constitutes the basic framework for
addressing training problems and concerns of dislocated workers. It constitutes an occupational
needs asaessinent that can significantly improve the analysis and understanding of
1.

the nature of a community's displaced worker problem,

2. the characteristias Of the-community's displaced workers,
3.

the occupational and employment traits of the community's displaced workers,

4.

displaced workers' expectations and needs,

5.

training needs of displaced workers,

6.

industries and occupations offering training and placement for displaced workers,

7.

program planning considerations.

Although labor market information is plentiful, that information needs to be utilized in, a
systematic and cost-effective manner so it assists the users in forecasting human resource néeds
for program planning and evaluation. Developing an economic and employment profile is a
suggested first step in the process.
Decentralizing the ResPonse to Local Worker Displacement

Or

Impact of the New Federalism

The era of "New Federalism" launched in President Reagani 1983 State of the Union
address, will have a significant impact on the approaches to assisting disloCated workers. It
focuses on reshaping the relationship between the federal government and the states
transferring power from Washington, D.C., to the states.

The Reagan administration is philosophically opposed to centrally directed training
programs, which it considers largely inefficient. The emphasis is on the importance of "finding
creative means of encOuraging the private sector to assume some of the responsibilities that the
federal government is no longer able, or willing, to shoulder" (Pryde 1982, p. 201).
Within the corporate community, retraining is going to become an increasingly important
part of every business activity. With respect to their relationship with the federal government,
local business leaders are being asked to cooperate with government by helping run a federally
sponsored job training program through local Private Industry Councils (PICs). The private
sector, therefore, would work with public officials in PICs to determine the appropriate
employment and training programs for their particular labor market.
Administrative decentralization is at thr) heart of President Reagan's private sector initiative
programs. Yet, the federal government has no comprehensive policy for dealing with worker
dislocation. Job training is one approach to assisting displaced workers. The other types of
assiltance considered as components of a federal policy on displaced workers are job search
assistance, training, relocation assistance, and prelayoff assistanoe.
es'
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In considering the cost-effective aspects of retraining displaced wcirkers, the Congressional
Budget Office, in its report on Dislocated Workers: Issues and Federal Options (1982), stated that
if private vocational and technical schools and community colleges were asked to undertake the
retraining program, the cost could range from $132 million to $920 million during fiscal year
1983. If the government opted to subsidize on-the-job training with private sector employers, the
estimated cost could be between $90 million to WO million. If 10 percent of the displaced
workers seeking training selected higher education institutions, the 1983 federal fiscal outlay
could involife between $4 million and $25 million. Using a combination of the three options, that
is, 10 percent jn higher education and the remainder divided between vocational education and
on-the-job training, the estimated expenditures would range from $107 million to $717 million,

The report concludes that.none of the current federally sponsored employment and training
progrtuns are especially appropriate to responding to the worker displacement problem.
01'

Meeting Human Resource Heeds through an Education Industrial Complex

Providing programs that will allow displaced workers opportunities to retrain and upgrade
skills is a goal of human resource development policy. Education, the major human resource
delivery system, must develop a clot, cooperative effort wi h industry in order to respond
effectively to the peeds of this group of unemployed wor

'

There is a growing recognition, in this period of the New Federalism, that the employment
and education communities need lo undertake joint retraining efforts for productive work within
a local, centralized, cost-effective mechanism. This would necessitate establishing a local
infrastructurean education-industrial complexthat would facilitate sharing of resources in
furthering human reparce and economic development.

.

Education-wdrk linkages existing since the beginning-rof the last deade continue to be
conducted on a fragmented, independent, duplicative, and ad.hoc
The industry-education council (1E.C) model is a response to the need for a structure
designed to unify the interaction between the work place and the schools. "Industry" refers to
the business/labor/gOvemment/professional community, and constitutes the local power
structure in this systemwide aovisory group working with the.schools. The chamber of, commerce
plays a key role in the organization of an IEC. As a structure for linking the work place and
education, "it mobilizes the key resources of a community, develops plans for their efficient
allocation and provides a great opportunityto achieve program objectives" (National` Association
for Industry-Education Cooperation 1972, p. 3).

If public and private vocational education is to improve its capability to coordinate its
retraining of displaced workers with the changing work place and thus make a signifigant
contribution to economic development, it needs to be linked to the leadership of the employment
community represented in an industry-education council. A council's experience in occupational
information systems, curriculum construction, employee training, professional staff development,
and job placement can contribute to the effectiveness of a local vocational education program
and its efforts to serve dislocated workers.
Redirecting vocational education to deal with worker placement will require the best and
most intense efforts of the educational community and the full involvement of representatives of
business, industry, labor, agriculture, and the general public (Vocational Education
Reauthorization 1981). Vocational education advisory committees as presently constituted do not
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generally represent the "full involvement" of the employment community in support.of their
initiatives.
While vocational educators and their advisory committees have broadened their linkages with
CETA prime sponsors, Private Industry Councils, and,community-based organizations, they have
not engaged the key playent involved in economic development who are represented on
..
industry-education councils.
Vocational education advisory groups' influence on vocational education programs varies.
Local committees are usually composed of equal numbers of management and labor with
additional members chosen from the public. The most effective advisory committees meet
regularly and their advice helps shape the program. "Too frequently, advisory committees are
used on an ad h
basis, for example, to build support for a local tax increase" (Evans 1982, p.
263). Vocation education advisory committees and industry-educatIon councils operate at two
levels of coord nation. The former does not represent the power structure in inglutly, the latter
advisory group dEvs. As the centralized advisory structure for the schools and the
business/labor/government/professional community, an industry-education council links with
existing local academic and vocational advisory groups and helps to establish a comprehensive
structure for sharing resources.
Given the employment needs and characteristics of involuntarily displaced workers and the
kinds of training iequired, vocational educators must pursue the most, appropriate way to
combine vocational education's resources (personnel, facilities, material, and equipment) with
the employment community. Relevant curricula and professional staff development in vocational
education are priorities in designing specific training programs for occupations offering
reasonable numbers of job openings. Vocational educators require ongoing, intensive inservice
training to plan, implement, and evaluate these programs. Vocational education advisory
committees will find linkage with an industry-education council an important asset in assisfing in
professional staff development required for implementing curriculum changes tailored to specific
programs for dislocated workers.
-
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Occupational Adaptability and Transferable Skills
The idea that one set of occupational skills can be learned and provide continuous work for
an individual throughout a lifetime is generally not valid. Most workers are prone to job loss due
to either the partial or complete shutdown of businesses in a community or due to changes in
.industrial and occupational technology that render their present occupational skills obsolete. In
either case, workers require retraining that will facilitate their occupational adjustment.

The concept of occupational transferability refers to an aspect of human performance that
enables people to move auccessfully from one occupation to another. In practice, the training
institution is confronted with the problem of deciding which occupational skills to teach the
dislocated worker to provide an optimal preparation for employability both in a specific job and
in a variety of jobs.
.,

r

Workers with a specifiaset of skills and app fI iable job tenure generally experience the
greatest earnings loss if they need to seek new e ployment Those who do reenter the labor
force are likely to receive significantly lower wages because their skills and experience may not
be highly valued by the new employers. By contrast, dislocated workers with more general
training in transferable skillsthese being problem solvingshould be more occupationally
adaptable. Having transferable skills will not guarantee adaptability, but it does improve the
prospects for it.
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To the extent that displaced workers perceive similarities among jobs and are able to transfer
their skills and knowledge effectively, the time and costs related to supplemental training or
retraioing should be reduced and result in a savings to bothemployers and indMduals. There
appears to be "soma reasonable consensus about a number of broad categories of skills,
knOwledge, and person characteristics that are important for success in a variety of occupational
and other life settings" (Praftner 1978,p. 1).

Skills alone will not determine a dislocated workers's adaptability or occupational mobility.
Other factors are involved, such as conditions of the labor market, personal career
considerations, and the union situation. However, it is reasonable to assume that skills, attitudes,
and knowledge are among the primary factors in the occupational adaptability of displaced
workers. Vocational education can have a significant influence on these specific factors. One
approach used in vocational education to improve occupational adaptability through transferable
skills is the.cluster curriculum, which sireks to identify fequirements or characteriatics common
to a group of related occupations. The instruction, curriculum, and learning then is focused on
these shared requirements. There are as many different strategies for clustering accupations as
there are different ways of describing jobs. As a result, occupationalclusters have been
developed according to skill requirement, materials, equipment, processes, location, and worker
lreits (e.g.,eptitudes and physical requirements, temperaments, general educational
development), or a combination of any of these characteristics.
.

\

Occupationarclusterinwhas had limited acceptance or use for actual vocational preparation.
Incorporating this approach into training programs for displaced workers will require the efforts
of the total educational system, not just vocational education. Helping an individual bedome
occupationally adapplble and acquire transferable skills requires calls for helping the dislocated
worker assess and develop hi or her capabilities as a total career development process. The one
problem with the clustering approaches is their primary focus on work factors that are external
to the displaced worker rather than the skills and capacitiea intrinsic to the individual.
Placement of a displaced worker in a relaied occupation has been used as the criterion for
estimating a training program's effectiveness. Yet, there are many ways to determine which
occupations are related to training, it is difficult to determine how they are related, and there is
minimal agreement on the subject. For this reason, in considering occupational adaptability and
transferable skills with respect to worker displacement, there is a need to reassess the almost
exclusive reliance on training-related placement as the criterion for program effectiveness.
In summary, improving the development of transferable skills requires a joint effort between_
industry and vecation/academic education. Employers can work toward developing better
analyses, assessments, and descriptiOns of the skills and knowledge requirements of
occupations. They can also assist educators in identifying occupationally transferable skills,
knowledge, and personal characteristics that have relatively broad application and use.
Professional school staff (teachers, counselors, and administrators) can, through ongoing,
inservice training conducted with the help of a vocational education advisory committee and an
industry-education council, develop the curriculum and educational support systems to develop
further displaced workers' transferable skills and to facilitate their occupationM adaptability.

Linking Education and Employment and Training in Human
Resource/Economic Development
Earlier in this paper, a number of emplovmerlt and training goals were suggested as a basis
fo developing a national 'human resource policy. The goals pertaining to displaced workers will
a.
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require vocational education to reassess regularly employers' needs for trained workers,
displaced workers' needs for job Ocilla, and the delivery system capacity to respond to those who
can profit from vocational education programs.
In Carrying out its mission of teaching specific employment and employability skills,
vocational education (public, private, and postsecondary),has been encouraged to establish
a
closer working relationship with the government-sponsored employment and training programs,
particularly wiik respect to special needs groups. A coordinated effort between these two
potential.partners is viewed as having a positive effect on the long-term structural employment
problem ot these groups and enhancing their job prospects and career opportunities.
A 1981 U.S. Department of Education report, Manpower-Education Coordination:
Two
Decades of Frustration, points out that only superficial improvements have been made in linking
eduCation and job training programs, and that there is little reason to expect more success in the
future. According to the report, different business Cycles, fragmented employment and training
promms; and the absence of strong coordinating mechanisms will continue to thwart joint
activities between education programs and government-sponsored training programs such as
CETA.

If coordination between the two sectors is to be accomplished through Private Industry
Councils, for example; one can anticipate problems. Education's participation in the PICs
was
encouraged following the enactment of the Private Sector Initiative Program under the CETA
mauthorization legislation in 1978. However, a clear role was not formulated for the schools; and
the education sector, in general, los not been systematically involved in PIC planning.
Further,
PICs, in many instances, were established in areas where the private sector previously
had been
directly participating in career development and training activities with such advisory
groups as
industry-education councils, vocational education advisory committees, and career education
advisory groups.
Expectations for any significant role for the schools in the PICs relative to the Reagan
administration's plans to replace income supports with training through private sector
involvement are minimal. Federal employment and training initiatives have never really pleased
the private sector. Although private industry wairgiven a statutory role in 1978 to improve the
coordination of job training with local labor markets, past experience indicates little likelihood
that this industry-government relationship will have a significant impact on training programs for
special groups such as displaced workers.
In improving the employability of individuals, private industry prefers to work with
edUcational institutions because of their institutional longevity and permanency, the perception
that schools are a basic community institution that ought to serve all people, and the residual
credibility of school systems' programs. Industrial education and training cannot
effecreely
assume the burden of retraining displaced workers. A vocational education system adequately
financed and connected to the employment community can, as a joint effort, reduce the
structural imbalance in the worker supply/demand equation and help provide dislocated workers
with training for long-term, productive employment in the work place.

%1
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SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Examination of the displaced workier issue has led the iuthor to
several conclusions:
1..

2.

Available evidence suggests that the involuntarily dielocated worker will
continue-to be
confronted With significant obstacles in reentering the work force due to structural
changes in our economy and in spite of the upturn in the business cycle.

Changes in both the number of people in specific occupations and the contents
of ,
occupational activities will increase the number of displaced workers as a result of the
continued shrinkage of basic industries, plant closings, foreign imports,
and the rapid
introduction of new technology over the next twenty years?The wide disparity in
'interpreting the size of the unemployed work force regarded as dislocated
poses a
difficult problem in determining who would warrant whatever assistance
the federal
government provides to displaced workers.
Employability development and job training are integral components of economic
development. Displaced workers do not contribute to the local economy. There is a
need for organized and systematic efforts to strengthen a communit0
infrastructure for
cooperation between public/postsecondary education and the private/public
employment sector.

4.

The work force and the work place of the 1980s are undergoing
significant change that
promises to continue and-accelerate into the twenty-first century.
Demographic
changes, the regional split between Sun Belt and Frost Belt, technological
advances, the
restructuring of our economy from egoods-producing to a service system, changes in
the composition of the labor forcend stagflation are major factors contributing
to the
dislocation of workers. They could result ih larger scale joblessness than has occurred
at any point in our history.

5. A number of national economic policies are related to the worker displacement problem.
The policies of minimum wage, full employment, and investment credit have
built-in
contradictions. They have led to elimination of unskilled jobs and worker dislocation.
6.

Lack of alignment between education and work systems is the central issue
in the
worker supply/demand imbalance. The vocational education community, in particular,
has formidable problems in its efforts to reduce the gap between the schools and
industry. Fiscal conservatism, a lack of growth in student enrollment, and competition
from public and private agencies and organizations for the limited resources that have
traditionally supported vocational education programs have hampered vocational
education's efforts to provide training for displaced workers.

7.

One of the broadly supported employment and training goals of
our nation's human
resource policy is to provide programs that will allow adult workers to retrain and
upgrade existing skills: Vocational education institutions in the nation cannot create
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openings in the job market, but they can teach the skills and work habits that dislocard
workers need to fpl the jobs that are available.
8.

There is no real understanding of the true supply/demand equation used in
occupational
planning, which is essential in retraining displaced workers. The unsystematic
delivery
of labor market information to displaced workers and occupational planners suggests
the neceasity of establishing an occupational system that begins with developing an
economic and employment profile ol a labor market area.

9.

Under the "New Federalism," retraining is going to become an increasingly important
part of every business activity. The corporate community is being asked to cooperate
with government in helping run job training programs through Private Industry
Councils.
None of the current,,federally sponsored employment and training programs
are
especially appropriate to respond to the worker dislocation problem.

10.

Industry-education cooperation, planned, organized, implemented, and evaluated in a,
systematic, cost-effective manner, can significantly reduce the problem of displaced
workers. Existing education-work linkages, however, continue to be conducted on an
uncoordinated, duplicative, and ad hoc basis. If vocational education is to improve its
capability in retraining displaced workers, further its overall human resource mission,
and make a significant contribution to economic development, it needs to be linked to
the leadership of the employment community.

11.

Workers who are displaced due to partial or complete shutdowns of businesses or
changes in industrial and occupational technology that render their present
occupational sills obsolete require retraining in transferable skills which will facilitate
occupational adjustment. Occupational clustering has been one approach used in
vocational education to improve occupational adaptability through transferable skills.

12.

In improving the employabilityof individuals, the private sector prefers to work with the
schools because of their institutional longevity and permanency, the perception that
schools are 8, basic community institution that ought to serve all people, and the
residual credibility of school systems' programs. A coherent, joint effort of both
vocational and academic education and industry is needed in providing dislocated
workers with training for reentry into the work force.

Based upon this discussion of displaced workers, the following suggestions or
recommendations are offered:
1.

This nation needs to establish a consistent employment and traiiing policy. We have a
history of multifocused, confused, and replaceable programsstop gap "solutions" for
displaced workers. Billions hate been spent on income maintenance, and only pennies
for training and skill development efforts.

2.

There is a need to unify the system of human resource dev,elopment arriong business,
education, labor and government in resolving worker dislocation, and to develop the
infrastructure and processes !for doing so during the 1980s. The industry-education
advisory council can serve ea the umbrella mechanism for local human resource and
economic development.

3. A large fraction of the publiC investment in employment and training programs could
be
more productively spent in improving vocational education and career development for
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retraining displaced persons. Schools will continue to be the.best and most equitable
institutional form for educating and training dislocated workers for
long-term, productive
employment.
,

4.

Vocational education, working jointly with business, labor, and government at the local
level, needs to undertake long-range planning and Inkling, and make
every attempt to
remain receptive to innovative and unusual ways of addressing
worker dislocation. A
community approach to resolving this structüral problem is preferred to the
overorganized and overcentralized involvement of federal agencies.

5.

Private industry needs a strong national economy and should be
involved in every step
of a new and dynamic public/private partnership in dealing with displaced
Such involvement calls.forlTivate industry's time, resources, and talent in workers.
planning,
designing, maintaining, and evaluating effective education and
training programs in
response to any type of large-scale dislocation.

6.

Improved labor market occupational information is needed by displaced
workers,
employers, vocational educators, and government-sponsored employment and
training
program personnel. An economic a0 employment profile of a labor area can provide
the framework for mounting effective retraining and relocation efforts.

7.

The employability development programs used in vocational education ari'd
programs for
the hard to employ can be 'adapted and used for displaced workers
with considerable
success (Gordus, Jarley, and Ferman 1981).

8.

In responding to displaced workers' reemploymen't needs during this "era
of limits,"
vocational education wilt need to reevaluate the very core of Its mission,
develop
relevant curricula for training these workers, and conduct continuous
and intensive staff
development programs to upgrade teachers, administrators, counselors, and other
au pporfitaff.

9.

State legislatures should view economic development as a top priority. The quality of
the work force (human resources) playa a major role in attracting
industry to an area.
Legislation should be enacted appropriating funds to state education
departments for
activities designed to help expand and improve the quality of vocational
education's,
trairing programs for displaced workers and to assist in unifying industry
and education
at the local level.

10.

Further research is needed to determine what does and does not work in
planning,
administering, implementing, and evaluating specialized and direct training for
dislocated workers, and what refinements are necessary in the delivery system that
must
respond to this problem.

These recommendations have long-term potential beyond the important
initial task of
facilitating reemployment for displaced workers. They offer a coherent approach to providing
trained workers, industry-education coordination, and economic development
efforts, all
important factors in attracting new business.

Given the national priorities of reindustrialization and improved economic
past ineffective policies regarding worxer displacement cannot be permitted productivity, the
to continue. A
public/private partnership, highlighted by vocational education-industry
leadership,
offers a
realistic solution to the imbalance between worker supply and demand,
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The relevant litera,ture gives major consideration to the reasons for failure in resolving
worker displacement. The problems are, in paAuestions of information, guidance,
mobility,
and the reduction of barriers to workers entering occupations and
employment. In part, they are
"questirs of improving the qualities and charactetistics of both workers and jobs to make the
former more productive and the latter more desirable.

In the final analysis, whether the'displaced worker problem is resolved
depends on whether
the business, education, labor, and political decisionmakers will come together to provide the
necessary leadership. The great danger to our economy is in doing nothing. An
enormous
amount has to be done in dealing with this area of humdtt
resource development, and time is
running short. The private and public sectors must begin.
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